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About This Game

A tower woven of memory holds the book of doubts.
It invalidates the structure from within.

My angel went before me. She saw outer paradise and returned to me.
Now I must find the book that grins.

Explore the remains of the tower Babil and encounter the terrible images left behind by those driven into madness. Rescue the
artisan relics that reflect the old world and give you power as you explore the new. Arm yourself with weapons, items and the

experiences from the past to overcome the evil within. Are you brave enough to follow your Angel to the top of the tower?

Key Features

 Tons of semi-random floors to explore. Layouts can be learnt but item and exit locations will change.

 A huge cast of enemies organised into varying encounter groups.

 A collection of different weapons and a bunch of items to find and utilise.

 Tons of Relics to discover. Each granting bonuses for future attempts.

 Level up with Offering experience after each attempt.
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 Unlock extra challenging modes once you complete your first run.
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I've played about 3 hrs so far since purchasing.... really enjoying it. I've been playing guitar as a hobby for many years and
always wanted to try drums. However, I do not have the space to set up a kit and there's also the noise issue. Guitar Hero drums
on expert is as close as I've gotten to playing a real drum set. This app definitely scratches that itch. I've been watching some
YouTube beginner lessons and practicing with the app and feels good once you get used to holding the thick Vive controllers (vs
real drumsticks). I'm using a old Guitar Hero kick pedal plugged into my mic input and works well.

What I think needs work -

Having to hit 'K' on the keyboard to position the drum set relative to kick pedal position is a real pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 So is 'Q' and 'W' to adjust set height. There really needs to be a way to do this using UI or
controllers from within the HMD. Maybe you sit on drum stool\/chair and face proper direction then hit a UI\/controller button
to place drum set with fine tuning controls on top of that?

I would also like some sort of control over volume within the app. I'm using Windows audio drivers and have volume set to max
both on Windows controls and within Steam but still would like the drums to be louder... just doesn't seem to go as loud as other
VR Steam games.. The Legend of Dark Witch games have been my favorite games of all time ever since I've played them on
the 3DS Version. But what makes the steam version so unique? A returning character from the first Dark Witch game, who also
just so happens the be the main antagonist of the first game: Riva!

With hidden Syega pieces to find, moves to customize, and entertaining bosses, this game is really fun!

Overall, if you're a fan of 2D Action Platformers, especially those that play in the style of Mega Man, this is the game for you..
Very short game with a playtime of 10-20 Minutes. Graphics are okay for such a small game, music and sound too. Gameplay
could be good, but:

1. It's WAY too easy
2. and glitchy

I've played it with a controller (you still need the keyboard then) and was able to move through the walls with the blocks in
levels where you have to controll two of them. This bug doesn't seem possible while playing with the keyboard, but it bothers
me a little bit, that the blocks don't have to be on their goal. It's enough when they have at least touched it.

So, is it worth the price or not? Well, if you want to have some fun for a few minutes and want to support a small team of
developers, then why not. Would they add more levels with higher difficulties and maybe some more puzzles, fix the bugs, then
it would be a good game.. The game is unplayable because it will simply not install due to a (false?) positive on a virus check by
Windows Defender.. Not worth getting it IMHO.

- The movement are not smooth. (Especially during attack + dash)
- The bosses attack are homing, no matter where you dash away it will auto follow you, unless you dash at the right timing you
can dodge it. And their attack have no cool down they just spam non stop, but they die fast tho.
- The whole game only has 4 quest, and you really need to read their dialogue because they don't give hint on the map where to
go next. ( Wasted lots of time walking around the whole map to trigger cutscene. )
- Most of their monster are duplicates while just changing their element and color looks.
- Out of the 5 weapons, the most imba weapon could only be the 2handed greatsword, while the rest are totally useless and could
only use for unlocking achievement. ( Due to the fact that this game only needs to do is hit and run method. )
- Lastly you are required to manually save at any point of time, if you died somehow most likely it will restart at your last saved..
Finally a really FUNNY and ENJOYABLE co-op party game for PC!

Pros:
+++ Great music and graphics.
+++ Co-op is REALLY FUN!

Cons:
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-- Story mode is super difficult.

For the price, a MUST BUY.. This is downloaded and installed yet Seattle is the only airport that has scenery. Very annoying..
5\/10 Not the best by far, but not the worst solitaire game either. Wait for a sale, is my advise, and only get this if you've played
just about all the other solitaire games out there.

I suspect this was made longer ago than other solitaire games. It feels more bare bones than others. And the number of cards you
get on some levels is off. For instance, you need to uncover a hammer to turn over cards with stone on them but I kept clicking
and clicking on the deck and not getting the card I needed. Now there are wild cards you can use. They are numbered and one
time use. So you could use one of those if you have the one you need to continue. And in the store you can buy a random wild
card. That was the first red flag that popped up in my head. Hmm....this might be one of those game that was phone\/tablet
game with in-app purchases and they want you to buy more wild cards. On Steam this cannot be done so we are stuck with the
way it is. YOu'll have to do some grinding to build up your wild card deck and money to buy special help items. That's another
red flag, becauase I did not gain enough money to buy all the help items! That is the first time that's happened to me in a
solitaire game. Usually by the last level one has already bought them all.

Graphics look older and are just ok. Nothing special.

Sound: I don't know because I turned it off to listen to my own music while playing.

Final thoughts: Since Steam only has a yes\/no review system I'm giving it a tentative yes. I only give "NO"s to really, really bad
games. This one is just for solitaire fanatics who have played everything else and need something new to play. Not the best by
far. But not really the worst. I've seen one that is blatantly skewed to in-app purchases and they didn't change it for Steam. This
one isn't as bad as that, just middle of the pack (heh, heh, nice pun, eh? pack?). I'm wwway to tired to write a real review, but if
you are looking for something fun, inventive and unique, then give this game a shot.

You also get to fling enemies in the air and shoot at them while they tumble back to earth.
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Not Worth It, Seems unfinished, hell, even the explosions dont have any fire, tons of bodyguards and an explosion on the farm
and half of them are not even affected, the ones that are just continue their regular work after a few seconds, so many targets
and none of them try to escape when their partners dead body is found. That was a thrill! Especially, if i remind you that an
indie group made it! So, you can't expect an AAA game, but you will get AAA fun. Space theme ok. Game Mechanics ok.
Sounds and ambience is good. Graphics are good. And my point for this game is 8\/10. It'd be 7, if it wasn't that cheap.. Insane
difficulty.. how do i hide this game, so people can stop judging me. Weapons:

Brenner -- Meh. I haven't used it but I believe it falls short when compared to the CAR4. Of course, so does pretty much every
other gun (subjective to situations obviously).

KSP -- It's ok. I like it and it's fun to use but you also run slower when you have it equipped. I prefer the CAR4 or a sniper rifle
over this but the KSP has utility in small, enclosed areas (anything deathwish).

RPK -- Not sure, I believe it loses out to the KSP (which loses out to other guns imo).

The masks are ok, but that's a subjective thing. If you want them, go for it. Same with the mods.

Melee weapons are currently a joke, however. Even before they raised your concealment their slow attack rate and low damage
made them less than ideal, especially when you are required to go into melee range to use them. It's just faster, easier and more
damaging to open fire. Melee weapons will instant kill a guard that hasn't been alerted, but so will bashing them with the butt of
your weapon. Weapon butt has no charge up, so it's just better. Beyond that you're probably using a silenced weapon to take out
undetected guards anyway.

I like Payday 2 so I recommend this pack, and the KSP has utility so it's not a worthless buy. If for whatever reason you only
wanted to get one weapon pack, or could only get one weapon pack, then I would recommend the Sniper or Assault (grenade
launcher) pack over this one.. Found this game a must play as the music is amazing, it has its funny moments and it gets intense
with progression.
I think this is the first game like this that I have sat down to play and enjoyed so! :P 10/10 2 thumbs up and 2 big toes up..
Fantastic game but the net code needs a lot of work. You can't narrow matches by region or connection quality or even see ping,
and lag results in not only input delay but also severe slowdown throughout the match which makes it an over-all fairly
unenjoyable experience. If I'd bought this for full price this would be a deal breaker but at 50% off I think the single player
content makes it worth your money.. Utter trash.
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